CAMPFIRE LOUNGE SYSTEM

Design more favorite spaces to create and collaborate with the Campfire Lounge System. With waterfall upholstery and deep-seat comfort, Campfire is an inviting focal point from all sides.
Sized for every space, Campfire Lounge System pieces can be configured to build an unlimited number of seating arrangements to suit any work environment. Group together straight and curved lounges to create collaboration zones, or arrange separately for solo work. Its flexible design can be easily reconfigured by adding pieces to meet the changing needs of any workspace.

STATEMENT OF LINE

Campfire Big and Half Lounges
Campfire Lounge System Big and Half Lounge pieces with seam option and waterfall upholstery complement Corner Lounges to create visually aligned configurations.

Corner Lounge
Corner Lounges unlock the ability to create unique applications suitable for every space with a cohesive design aesthetic.

Application Options

Curved
18-0110095
Island
18-0110096
Serpentine
18-0113718

Upholstery Options
Single fabric
Multi-fabric
Waterfall (single and multi-fabric)
Seam version (single and multi-fabric, Available on Big and Half Lounges to coordinate with Corner Lounge seams)

Campfire Lounge System finishes shown:
1 | Campfire Lounges (Waterfall: Kvadrat Field 762; Upholstery: Kvadrat Hallingdal 65 753)
2 | Campfire Big Lounge TS3BC (Waterfall: Bute Tweed Sapphire 3804-411; Upholstery: Rothesay Bottle Green 3442-502), Campfire 90 Degree Outside Corner TS3CROUT90 (Rothesay Bottle Green 3442-502)
3 | Campfire Half Lounge TS3HL (Waterfall: Kvadrat Field 762; Upholstery: Kvadrat Hallingdal 65 753)
4 | Campfire Big Lounge TS3BC (Waterfall: Bute Tweed Sapphire 3804-411; Upholstery: Rothesay Bottle Green 3442-502)
5 | Campfire Half Lounge TS3HL (Waterfall: Designtex Tack Cloth Creme 3749-101; Upholstery: Pigment Fuchsia 311)
6 | Campfire 60 Degree Inside Corner TS3CRIN60 (Waterfall: Hallingdal 65 754; Upholstery: Rothesay 10)
7 | Campfire 90 Degree Inside Corner TS3CRIN90 (Waterfall: Hallingdal 65 754; Upholstery: Rothesay 10)
8 | Campfire 60 Degree Outside Corner TS3CROUT60 (Waterfall: Designtex Tack Cloth Creme 3749-101; Upholstery: Pigment Fuchsia 311)
9 | Campfire 90 Degree Outside Corner TS3CROUT90 (Upholstery: Rothesay Bottle Green 3442-502)